TOILET TRAINING
Toilet training starts from an early age as soon as puppies start
crawling walking around in their playpen or box at that stage we
place some newspaper or puppy pads in the box so that the puppies
learn to do their business onto it and not onto their bedding. As the
puppies get older they get more and more confident and with a bit of encouragement
go onto the newspaper or puppy pads. From about the age of 6 - 8 weeks is the time to
start teaching your puppy to go onto the grass. If you are living in an apartment or other non-outdoor housing and don't have a grassy area for your puppy to go onto, a
indoor pet potty lawn or something similar to that will help you. When teaching
them how to do their business onto the grass always use a command word like get
busy, go wee, or any other word you can think of. You can usually tell when a puppy
'wants to go' because he or she will look around anxiously, walk in circles and start
sniffing in suitable corners looking for a place. This usually happens about 10 minutes
after your puppy has eaten or had a drink. Now comes your cue to whisk your pet
outside onto the grass no matter what the weather is like, always dry your dog off if it
was wet outside so that he/she does not catch a cold or correspond the yucky feeling
of being wet with going for a wee. If you need to use a indoor pet potty lawn or
something of the same sort make sure to place it in a well vented area.
Always praise your puppy after he or she has done the job this is very important so
that they get more and more confident that they have done the correct thing. But at the
same token if your puppy / dog has done it's business inside tell them of straight away
(not later) by saying NOUGHTY OUT and take them outside or onto the place
where you want them to do their business. Make sure your always use the same exit
door if you are taking your dog onto the grass. Again remember to praise your puppy
after he has done his business. Being firm repetitive is one of the most important
things you need to do when it comes to toilet training. If your dog had an accident
inside please clean it up but never use pino clean cleaner this product smells for dogs
like Cat pee.
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